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Macro grammars and context-free tree grammars are discussed in which a 
bound is put (dynamicalIy or statically) on the nesting-depth of nested calls of 
nonterminals. The dynamic and static restrictions are closely related (and both 
are related to the nested stack automaton with bounded nesting of stacks). 
The corresponding classes of tree languages have derivation bounded context- 
free languages as path-languages. Macro languages exist which cannot be 
generated by nesting-depth bounded macro grammars. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of a device such as a grammar or an automaton can be investi- 
gated by restricting its resources and considering the effect of these restrictions 
on the class of languages generated or accepted by the device. This provides 
insight into the way the device uses its resources and to what extent it needs 
them. The restrictions may be dynamic, i.e., restricting the form of its sententiaI 
forms during derivation or of its configurations during computation; or static, 
i.e., restricting the form and structure of its set of productions or instructions. 
As an example, bounding the number of nonterminals in the derivations of a 
context-free grammar gives rise to the nonterminal bounded (Ginsburg and 
Spanier, 1966), the derivation bounded (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968) and the 
left (right) derivation bounded (Walljasper, 1974) context-free grammars 
(depending on how precisely the derivations are restricted), whereas restriction 
of the productions with respect o the number of nonterminals gives the linear, 
the meta-linear and the ultra-linear (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966) context-free 
grammars. The investigation of these language-classes provided insight into 
the role played by the nonterminals in a context-free grammar. As another 
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example, bounding the number of turns made by the pushdown store pointer 
during computation gives the finite-turn pushdown automata (Ginsburg and 
Spanier, 1966). 
In this paper this approach is applied to the macro grammars of Fischer 
(1968) with respect o the facility of nesting of macro calls, by restricting the 
depth of nesting of the nonterminals of the grammar (as suggested in Fischer, 
1968) both dynamically and statically. In the dynamic ase we bound the depth 
of nesting of nonterminals in the derivations of the macro grammar. Since 
three modes of derivation exist for macro grammars (unrestricted (U), outside 
in (OI), and inside out (IO)), we obtain three different concepts of "nesting 
bounded" macro grammars. One class of macro grammars with restricted 
nesting was already investigated in Fischer (1968): the "basic" macro grammars 
in which no nesting of nonterminals i allowed (note that for such grammars 
there is only one mode of derivation). Taking the context-free grammars with 
a restricted number of nonterminals as an analogy, the basic macro grammars 
correspond to the linear context-free grammars. In the static case we define 
"ultra-basic" macro grammars analogously to the ultra-linear context-free 
grammars of Ginsburg and Spanier (1966): the set of nonterminals i divided 
into levels; a nonterminal of a given level can call nonterminals of the same 
or lower level only, but if the called nonterminal is nested in another one, then 
it has to be of lower level. Since each macro grammar generates two languages 
(one with the U or OI mode and the other with the IO mode), we obtain two 
corresponding classes of ultra-basic macro languages. We note that the OI 
ultra-basic macro languages contain the "extended" basic macro languages 
(Downey, 1974; Engelfriet, Schmidt and van Leeuwen, 1977). Most well-known 
examples of classes of macro languages fall into the class of basic macro languages 
(with no nesting allowed) or the class of extended basic macro languages (with 
a "small amount" of nesting only). We will be interested in what happens 
"outside" these classes. 
The main two questions we ask and (partially) answer are the following: 
(1) Does bounding the depth of nesting restrict he language-generating 
power of macro grammars ? We show that in general the answer is yes: there 
exist (0I and IO) macro languages which cannot be generated by nesting 
bounded or ultra-basic macro grammars. However we do not know whether 
a decrease in the bound (on the nesting depth or on the number of levels) 
results in a decrease in language-generating power, in other words, whether 
the classes of bounded macro languages form a proper hierarchy with respect 
to the bound. In order to attack this question we consider the special case of 
macro grammars which generate bracketed expressions (or trees): the context- 
free tree grammars (Rounds, 1970a; Rounds, 1970b; Engelfriet and Schmidt, 
1977/1978). These context-free tree languages are related to the macro languages 
in the same way as bracketed context-free languages (Ginsburg and Harrison, 
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1967) (or parenthesis languages (McNaughton, 1967) or recognizable tree 
languages (Doner, 1970; Thatcher and Wright, 1968)) to context-free languages. 
Another motivation to consider context-free tree grammars is that they model 
(nondeterministic) recursive program schemes (Engelfriet and Schmidt, 
1977/1978; Nivat, 1973) in which the concept of depth of nesting has an obvious 
interpretation. We show that the bounded context-free tree languages form a 
proper hierarchy with respect to the bound (for all types of bound considered). 
This is proved by considering the path-languages of tree languages generated 
by bounded context-free tree grammars. It is well known (Rounds, 1970b; 
Downey, 1974) that the path-languages of arbitrary context-free tree grammars 
are the context-free languages, and we show that in the bounded case the 
(eventually eft or right) derivation bounded context-free languages are obtained 
(which are known to form proper hierarchies). 
(2) Is there a relationship between the dynamic and static restrictions 
on the depth of nesting (i.e., between the nesting bounded and the ultra-basic 
macro languages) ? It was shown in Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) that a context- 
free grammar is nonterminal bounded if and only if it is ultra-linear, and that 
a context-free language is ultra-linear (i.e., nonterminal bounded) if and only 
if it is accepted by a finite-turn pushdown automaton. We show that a macro 
grammar is IO nesting bounded if and only if it is ultra-basic; in Engelfriet 
and Slutzki (1979) it is shown that the OI ultra-basic macro languages are 
precisely the languages accepted by nested stack automata with bounded epth 
of stack-nesting. Thus for macro grammars a result analogous to that in Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1966) holds, except for a switch in the mode of derivation! Using 
the path-analysis mentioned above we show that the classes of OI nesting 
bounded and OI ultra-basic ontext-free tree languages are incomparable. 
This paper contains 7 sections of which this is the first. Sections 2, 3 and 4 
are preliminary. Section 2 recalls the concepts of derivation bounded and left 
(right) derivation bounded context-free language. Readers wishing to know 
more about his topic may consult Brainerd (1968), Ginsburg and Spanier (1966), 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968), Greibach (1975), Gruska (1971), Salomaa (1969), 
and Walljasper (1974). Section 3 recalls the basic notions concerning trees, 
context-free tree grammars and macro grammars (see also Downey, 1974; 
Engelfriet and Schmidt, 1977/1978; Fischer, 1968; Rounds, 1970a; Rounds, 
1970b). In Section 4 we recall the notion of path-language of a tree language 
(Rounds, 1970b; Downey, 1974). Given a (reduced) context-free tree grammar, 
it is shown how to construct a context-free grammar which generates the path- 
language of both its OI and IO tree language (thus the path-language does not 
depend on the mode of derivation). This construction, together with its proof, 
is used in the next section to handle the bounded case. 
In Section 5 we define the U, OI and IO nesting bounded context-free tree 
(and macro) languages, taking the definitions analogous to those in Section 2. 
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We show the two usual definitions (one by selecting the bounded derivations 
of an arbitrary grammar, the other by considering only grammars which have 
bounded derivations for all generated strings) to be equivalent for IO and OI, 
but not for U (the first being too strong). The construction of the previous 
section is used to prove that the path-language families of the U, OI and IO 
nesting bounded context-free tree languages are the derivation bounded, left 
derivation bounded and right derivation bounded context-free languages 
respectively (and hence proper hierarchies are obtained). 
Section 6 is devoted to the ultra-basic ontext-free tree (and macro) languages. 
We prove that a (/O-reduced) context-free tree (or macro) grammar is ultra- 
basic if and only if it is IO nesting bounded (and so, by Engelfriet and Slutzki 
(1979), the IO nesting bounded macro grammars OI-generate the bounded 
nested stack automaton languages). Since path-languages are independent of 
the derivation mode (as shown in Section 4), it follows that the path-language 
family of OI ultra-basic ontext-free tree languages i the family of right deriva- 
tion bounded context-free languages (and hence the OI ultra-basic tree languages 
form a proper hierarchy, incomparable to the OI nesting bounded tree 
languages). 
In Section 7 we prove the existence of a (both 0 I  and IO) macro language 
which cannot be generated by any nesting bounded or any ultra-basic macro 
grammar. In the proof we show that a macro language is derivation bounded 
(in the sense that the number of nonterminals i bounded during derivation) 
if and only if it is linear basic (where this bound is 1). 
2. CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES--PRELIMINARIES 
This section brings together some known definitions and facts about the 
index (or derivation bounded) hierarchies of context-flee languages (denoted 
by CF). Notation will be fixed on first encounter. 
DEFINITION" 2.1. A context-freegrammar (CFG) is a4-tuple G = <V, 27, P, S> 
with (i) V a finite set of symbols, (ii) Z _C V the terminal alphabet; V -- Z the 
nonterminal alphabet, (iii) S t  V - -Z  the initial nonterminal and (iv) 
P C (V -- Z) × V* a finite set of productions (or rules) written in the form 
A --~ c~, A ~ V -- X, c~ ~ V *. | 
Derivations are used to describe the semantics or action of the grammar, 
resulting in the language defined by the grammar. Thus restrictions on the 
general notion of a derivation yield different classes of languages; several of 
these restrictions are defined below. In "packing" several definitions into one 
we will use curly brackets, "{" and "}", to denote alternatives. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let G ---- (V, Z, P, S} ~ CFG (i.e., G is a context-free 
grammar), w, u ~ V*, and k > 0 an integer. 
(i) W~uuin  G i f fw=xAy,  u=xvy  for somex,  y~V*  andA-- ->v 
in P. 
(ii) w ~L U {W =~R U} in G iff w = xAy, u = xvy for some x ~ Z* {x ~ V*}, 
y E V* {y e Z*} and A --~ v in P. 
(iii) w ~ v(~) u in G iff w ~ u u and both w and u contain at most k occur- 
rences of nonterminals. 
(iv) w ~L(k) U {W ~R(k) U} in G iff w ~v(7~) u and w ~L U {W ~R U}. 
(v) Let ~ be any of the derivation relations defined in (i)-(iv). Then 
*~ denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of ~ . | 
The above relations give rise to the following types of derivations: Gu ,  or 
just ~ ,  is the usual unrestricted derivation; GL {GR} is the left {right} derivation; 
*~u(~), ~>L(k), *~R(k) are respectively the k-bounded, left k-bounded and right 
k-bounded derivations. Correspondingly we obtain the following languages. 
Let ~ be any name out of the set {U,L, R, U(k),L(k), R(k)} and let G---- 
(V, 2:, P, S )~ CFG. The language corresponding to a-derivations in G is 
It is welt-known, see e.g. Ginsburg (1966), that for every G~CFG 
Lu(G ) : LL (G)=LR(G) ;  we shall sometimes omit the subscript and write 
L(G). It is also obvious from the definitions that LL(k)(G ) <9 LR(k)(G ) C_Lu(~)(G ) 
and, for m ~ { U, L, R}, L~(k)( G ) C_ L~,~(k+I)( G ) and L.,( G) = [.J~l L~(k)( G). 
Classes of languages are now defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let K C Z'*, and k > 0. 
(i) K is a context-free language (denoted by K~ CF) if there exists 
G =~ CFG such that K = Lu(G ). 
(ii) K is k-derivation {left k-derivation, right k-derivation} bounded if 
there exists G ~ CFG such that 
K = LuO¢)(G ) (K = LL(k)(G), K = LR(k)(G)}. (2.1) 
K is derivation {left derivation, right derivation} bounded if there exists G ~ CFG 
and a k > 0 such that (2.1) holds. The corresponding k-bounded classes of 
languages are denoted by DB(k), LDB(k), RDB(k), and the bounded classes 
are respectively DB = (JT~>~I DB(k), LDB ~- (J~>~I LDB(k), and RDB = 
U~>I RDB(h). 
(iii) Define SDB(k) ~- LDB(k) c~ RDB(k) and SDB = U~>A SDB(k). 
Then obviouslv SDB = LDB c~ RDB (S stands for, say, simple). | 
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For DB, LDB and RDB there exist also the concepts of corresponding types 
of unrestricted context-free grammars. These classes of grammars, to be defined 
below, are denoted by writing the letter G after the name of the corresponding 
family of languages (this practice will be kept throughout this paper). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let G =- (V, X, P, S)  ~ CFG. 
(i) G is k-derivation bounded (or of index k) if Lu(G ) ~-Lu(k)(G); we 
denote this fact by G ~ DB(k)G. 
(ii) G is left {right} k-derivation bounded if all left {right} derivations in G 
starting from S and leading to a terminal string are k-bounded; this fact is 
denoted by G eLDB(k)G {G ~ RDB(k)G}. 
(iii) G is derivation {left derivation, right derivation} bounded, denoted by 
G ~ DBG {G eLDBG, G e RDBG}, if there exists k > 0 such that G ~ DB(k)G 
{a ~LDB(h)a, a ~ nDB(k)a}. | 
The following theorem relates the classes of languages and the classes of 
grammars discussed above. Proofs are given in Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) 
and Walljasper (1974). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let FN be a name of a family of languages out of the set 
{DB(k), DB, LDB(k), LDB, RDB(k), RDB}, and let FNG denote the corre- 
sponding class of grammars. Then for K ~ CF, K ~FN iff there exists G ~FNG 
such that K = L( G). | 
It follows that, as far as the class of generated languages i concerned, Defini- 
tion 2.4(ii) is equivalent with LL(G ) = LL(k)(G ) {LR(G ) = LR(k)(G)}. A formula- 
tion of 2.4(i) analogous to 2.4(ii), in this definition, would give the nonterminal 
bounded languages (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966), which are properly included 
in the derivation bounded languages. 
Various aspects and more extensive treatments of the families of languages 
and grammars defined above can be found in the literature, see Brainerd (1968), 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968), Gruska (1971), Rozenberg and Vermeir (1976), 
and Walljasper (1974). It is known that DB, LDB and RDB (and hence also 
SDB) are full AFL's, see Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) and Walljasper (1974), 
with DB being the substitution closure of the linear context-free languages 
(henceforth denoted by LIN), see Ginsburg and Spanier (1968). From Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1968), Gruska (1971), and Walljasper (1974), it follows rather 
straightforwardly that DB(k), LDB(k), RDB(k) and SDB(k), k ~ 1, are full 
semi AFL' s. 
The incomparability ofLDB and RDB was shown in Walljasper (1974). In 
fact, it was shown there that LDB(2) -- RDB ~ ~ and also that RDB(2) -- 
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LDB v~ ;g. Figure 1 sums up the inclusion relationships between various 
"union" families of languages mentioned above. 
In our inclusion diagrams a solid upward line connecting two nodes means 
proper inclusion. I f  there is no directed path connecting two nodes the corre- 









Salomaa (1969) has shown that the Dyck set L 0 over the alphabet {0, 1} is of 
infinite index (i.e., not in DB); L o is generated by the grammar with rules 
S--~ 11 0S1 ! SS (A denotes the empty string; "i" will be used as a separation 
mark between the right-hand sides of rules of a nonterminal). Gruska (1971) 
succeeded in partitioning L 0 into (J~>IL~ such that L~ ~ DB(n) -- DB(n -- 1). 
Thus a proper derivation bounded hierarchy was established: DB(1)C . - .C 
DB(n) g DB(n q- 1) g ' "  C DB. 
In fact, the counterexamples in Gruska (1971) are L~+ 1 =L  o (3 (0"1") 2~, 
n >/0. In the terminology of Greibach (1975), L~+ 1 consists of those words 
ofL 0 which have at most 2 ~ "disjoint hills". These languages can also be defined 
by grammars; L~+ 1 is generated by the grammar G~+ 1 with S 1 as the initial 
nonterminal and rules: 
S i --~ ~t ] 0Sil i Si+1Si-cl 
S~+ 1-+ A I 0S~+J 
l~<i~n 
Since for every n ~> 0, G,+I is both left and right (n q- 1)-derivation bounded 
we even have L~+ 1 ~ SDB(n + 1). The diagram of Fig. 2 depicts the inclusion 
relationships following from the above discussion. 
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LIN=DB(I )=SDB(I )=LDB (I)=RDB(I ) 
F~GURE 2 
3. CONTEXT-FREE TREE GRAMMARS--PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we give the basic definitions concerning tree grammars and 
languages. A more thorough and formal treatment can be found in Downey 
(1974), Engelfriet and Schmidt (1977/1978), and Fischer (1968), as well as in 
the items appearing in the bibliographies of these papers. 
A ranked aphabet Z is an alphabet such that every a ~ 27 has an integer rank, 
r(a) ~ 0, associated with it. The subset of all elements of Z' which have rank n 
is denoted by 27~. I f  27 and A are ranked alphabets, then their union, 27 k) A, 
is also a ranked alphabet defined by (27 kJ A)~ ~ Z' n kJ A n for each n ) 0. 
Given a ranked alphabet 27, the set of trees over 2J, denoted by Tx, is a language 
(over the alphabet consisting of the elements of 27 together with the left and 
right parentheses and the comma symbol) defined inductively by: 
(i) I f  a c Z0, then a ~ T z . 
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(ii) For k>~l ,  if a t2 :  k and t I .... , t keT ,  then a(t l , . . .  , tk)  aTx .  The 
trees t 1 ,..., tt; are sometimes called the arguments of (the occurrence of) the 
symbol a. A tree language over Z is any subset of Tx. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and Y a set of symbols or a 
tree language. The set of trees indexed by Y, denoted by Ta(Y) ,  is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(i) Z o to Y C_ rz (Y ) .  
(ii) Fork>~l ,a~&andt  1 ..... t~  Tz (Y ) ,a ( t l  .... , t~)e  Tz(Y) .  | 
Note that Tz(2~) = Tz .  Now let X = {Xl, x~,...} be a fixed infinite sequence 
of variables. We define X 0 = ~, and for k ~> 1, X7¢ = {xl ..... x~}. Usual lywe 
will be interested in tree languages indexed by variables, i.e., subsets of Tz(X) .  
For t 1 ,..., t= e Tz (X)  and t e Tz(X~) we denote by t[t l ,..., t=] the result of 
substituting ti for x i in t (perhaps a better name for this operation would be 
"concatenating t 1,..., t,~ with t at x 1 ,..., Xn" ). An important mapping defined 
on trees is the yield mapping. It is a tree-to-string mapping yield: Tz(X)- -+ 
(Z' o u X)*, defined inductively on the structure of trees as follows. 
(i) For~27 oUX 
¥ield(~r)= { ~ .  ifif ¢:/=ee=e 
The symbol e is distinguished. It can only be a member of Z' 0 , and it is always 
interpreted as k when taking the yield operation. 
(ii) For k >~ 1, a c & ,  tl .... , t~ ~ Tx(X)  yield(a(t 1,..., tk) ) = yield(t~) ". 
yield(t1:). 
"Vertical strings" and monadic languages are defined next, see e.g. Engelfriet 
(1976). 
DEEINITtON 3.2. Let d be an alphabet. The monadic ranked alphabet 
associated with d, denoted by re(A), is defined as follows. 
(i) m(A)o = {e}. 
(ii) nz(A)I  = A.  
(iii) Fork>~2,  m(d)k= ~.  
Trees in T,,(z) are called monadie. For w~A*  a corresponding monadic tree 
v(w) E T,,, (~3 is defined by induction. 
(i') v(A) -- e. 
(ii') For each a c A, w ~ A*, v(aw) ~- a(v(w)). 
(iii') For K C A*, v(K)  = (v(w) I w e K}. | 
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Thus for ala2 "" a n ~ 2 . ,  a i e A, v(al ... an) = al(a~(.., a~(e) "")). 
In Fig. 3 a tree t ~f (g (a ,  e, h(b, b)), c) is drawn with its root (the node 
labeled by f )  as the top node and its branches "hanging downwards". The 
leaves of t are those nodes from which no further branches emanate. To obtain 
the yield of t the labels of the leaves, from left to right (omitting e), are con- 
catenated. Thus yield(t) = abbc. f is the father of c and g in t. 
/f c 
/ \  
FIGURE 3 
There is a path from the node labeled f to the node labeled h and also one 
from the node f to the node e. The latter is a root-to-leaf path. The tree with 
root labeled g, obtained by erasing the nodes labeled f and c is (an occurrence 
of) a subtree of t. The symbol h is nested in g (or occurs in an argument of g). 
h is also nested in f. It is left to the reader to make formal definitions of these 
concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let X and ~-  be two disjoint ranked alphabets of terminals 
and nonterminals respectively. Let t e Tzuy(X) .  An occurrence of a subtree s 
of t is outermost in t, if on the path from the root of t to the root of s there is no 
occurrence of a nonterminal, except perhaps at the root of s. An occurrence of 
s is innermost in t if on every path from the root of s to any leaf of s there is no 
occurrence of a nonterminal, with the exception, perhaps, of the root of s. | 
We finally come to the definition of context-free tree grammar. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A context-free tree grammar (CFTG)  is a 4-tuple G-~ 
(~,  X, P, S> with 
(i) ~ is a finite ranked alphabet of nonterminals (or function symbols). 
(ii) Z is a finite ranked alphabet of terminals. Y ~ Z = Z.  
(iii) P is a finite set of productions (o1" rules) of the form F(x~,..., x,~) ~ ~r 
where F e ~,  n ~> 0, and ~- z Tzu j (Xn) .  (For n = 0 we write F- -~ ~- rather 
than F(  ) --~ ~-.) 
(iv) S ~ o~ 0is the initial nonterminal. | 
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For CFTGs, depending on the mode of applying the productions, we may 
arrive at several direct derivation relations. We shall be concerned with the 
unrestricted (U), outside-in (0I), and inside-out (IO) modes of derivation. The 
OI  mode is also called top-down and call-by-name, while the I0  mode is called 
bottom-up and call-by-value, see Downey (1974), Engelfriet and Schmidt 
(1977/1978), and Fischer (1968). 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let G = ~,  Z, P, S)  ~ CFTG and let t, s ~ Tzu~(X). 
Then t directly derives  in a U{OI, IO} mode, written t ~v  s {t ~o l  s, t ~ io  s}, 
iff conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. 
(i) t contains an {an outermost, an innermost} occurrence of a subtree 
of the form F(%,..., %). 
(ii) P contains a production F(x 1 .... , x~) ~ r. 
(iii) s results from t by replacing this occurrence of F(% ,..., r~) by 
By Eu  {*~os, ~1o} we denote the reflexive-transitive closure of ~v- {~oz ,  
~10}" 
The languages U-generated, OI-generated and IO-generated by G are respec- 
tively Lv(G) = (ta Tzl S Gut}, Lo~(G ) = {t~ Tz] S Go~t} and Lzo(G )= 
{t ~ T~ i S *~ ;o t}. | 
It is welt-known that L~o(G ) C_Lo~(G ) =Lv(G), cf. Fischer (1968). Using 
CFTGs we define three families of tree languages (the first two of which coincide 
by the above remark). 
DEFINITION 3.6. 
CFT = (Lv(G)  ] G ~ CFTG} 
OZT = (Lo , (a )  I a ~ CFTG} 
10T  = (L,o(G) I G ~ CFTG} 
It is well-known that IOT is incomparable with OIT, see Fischer (1968). 
A macro grammar is the same as a context-free tree grammar except hat we 
are not interested in the generated tree language itself, but in its yield. Therefore, 
in macro grammars, for each terminal symbol a of rank n ~ 1, we write 
tit 2 " 't~ rather than a(t 1 .... , t,~) (and h rather than e). Terminal symbols of 
rank zero and nonterminal symbols are used as before. Trees written in this 
way will be called terms. For formal definitions the reader is referred to Downey 
(1974) and Fischer (1968). It should be clear that most of the definitions con- 
cerning CFTG can be carried over to macro grammars. Names for the macro 
case are usually obtained by dropping the T from the names in the tree case; 
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for instance 0 I  and I 0  are obtained from OIT and IOT  respectively (but not 
CF from CFT!). 
We now define several known subfamilies of CFTG. The following termi- 
nology will be used. 
Let G = (~-, 2, P, S)  c CFTG, and Fc~- .  By saying that "F is nested" 
(in G) we mean that there is a production in P of the form d( ' . - )  
." B( '"  F( '")  "") "." where A, B E S ;  in other words, this occurrence of F 
is nested inside another occurrence of some nonterminal. 
DEFINITION 3.7. A basic tree grammar (BTG) is a CFTG which has no 
nested nonterminals. A BTG is called linear (LBTG) if the right-hand side 
of each rule contains at most one occurrence of a nonterminal. | 
The names of the corresponding families of tree languages are obtained by 
dropping the G. Thus B T and LB T are the families of CFT languages associated 
with BTG and LBTG respectively. The corresponding classes of macro gram- 
mars are denoted by BG and LBG, and their classes of languages by B and LB 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Grammars are given by their set of rules. The reader can 
easily reconstruct the relevant 4-tuples. In all examples S is the initial non- 
terminal. G~, G a and G 4 are from Downey (1974), G 5 is from Fischer (1968). 
(i) G leLBTG,  
(ii) Gz ~ LBTG, 
(iii) G a e BTG, 
(iv) G 4 ~ CFTG -- BTG, 
(v) G~ E CFTG -- BTG, 
S - .  A(e, a) 
A(x, y) --* B(b(y, x), x) 
B(x, y) --+ A(b(y, y), b(a, x)) [ b(x, y). 
S ---~F(e) 
F(x)---> a(F(b(x))) l x. 
s ~F(~) 
F(x)---~ f(F(b(x)), F(b(x))) l c(x). 
S ---~F(e) 
F(x)-+F(F(x))la(F(b(x)) ) x. 
S -~F(A)  
F(x) ~ F(b(x, x)) ] x 
A -+ b(O, A) i b(A, O) 11. 
It is easy to see that yield(Loi(Gs) ) = {w ~ {0, 1}* [ ¢pl(w) = 2 n, n >~ 0} (where 
#o(W) denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in the string w). | 
Since in the coming pages we will consider the vertical versions of languages 
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generated by context-free grammars it is worthwhile to have a particular kind 
of CFTG corresponding to them. Thus with each G ~ CFG we associate the 
corresponding "monadic" tree grammar G ~ as follows. Let G = <If, Z, P, S} E 
CFG. Let ~= V- -Z ,  o~0={S ~} and let ~-=o~0u~ be the ranked 
alphabet of nonterminals; elements of ~ having rank i (i = 0, 1). We define 
the corresponding monadic grammar by G '~= <Y, re(Z), P% S ~> where P'~ 
is obtained from P in the following manner. Let A ~ (71o 2 " ' "  O" n ff P where 
~ e V, 1 ~< i ~< n. Then A(x) --~ cr~(¢ 2 ('.. (a~(x)) ".')) E pro. For n = 0, i.e., 
A ~ A ~ P we have A(x)~ x ~ P% In addition P~ contains the initial rule 
S ~ --~ S(e). It is obvious that G ~* is CFTG and it is left to the reader to convince 
himself that v(L(G)) = Lu(G~'*). In fact, it should also be clear that for every 
G e CFG the three modes of derivation U, OI, and IO are equivalent for G% 
i.e., Lu(G ~) = LoI(G ~) = Lzo(G~). 
4. PATHS IN TREE LANGUAGES 
In this section we recall the concept of path-language (Rounds, 1970b; 
Downey, 1974) of a tree language and associate with each context-free tree 
grammar G a context-free grammar U s which generates the path-language of
both LoI(G ) and Lzo(G), under the condition that G is "/O-proper".  
DEFINITION 4.1. Let Z and Y be ranked alphabets. New (non-ranked) 
alphabets A and N are defined as follows. 
(i) Z 0_CA; fo rk>/1  and eacha~Zk,a l , . . . , ak~A.  
(ii) For k /> 0 and each F ~ ~-k, Fo, F1,..., Fk ~ N. | 
Note that elements F ~ J00 have a unique symbol Fo ~ N associated with them. 
The symbols in A u N are used to code paths in the trees of Tzus;(X) by 
putting the labels of the nodes from the root to the leaves, in the order from 
left to right, with the subscripts indicating the direction taken by the path. 
Thus ai, a ~ Z, indicates that the path continues along the i-th branch of the 
node labeled by a; similarly for Fi ; Fe indicates that the path ends at the node 
labeled by F. 
Next we define a family of mappings {H~l a = 0 or ¢ is a positive integer} 
where H,:  Tzuo~(X)--~P((A u N)*) (@ being the powerset operation). Infor- 
mally, 17o(-r ) is the set of all (coded) paths through r from the root of ~- to either 
a terminal eaf or a nonterminal node; H~(~-) is the set of all (coded) root-to-leaf 
paths through ~- that end at x~ (excluding xi itself). Intuitively, the H~'s will be 
used for the following purpose. Given G-= <~', Z, P, S} ~ CFTG andF ~ ~ ,F~ 
is used to denote the set of all root-to-leaf paths ending in x~ (without the 
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x i itself) through some tree out of the set LB(G ) = {t ~ Tz(Xn)  I F (x l , . . . ,  Xn) *~ t 
in G}; Fo is used to denote the set of root-to-leaf paths ending in a terminal 
through some tree in Le(G); Hi(r  ) and Ho(r ) are used similarly for the paths 
through trees in {t 6 T~(X)  [ -t *~ t in G}. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let j ~ 1, n ~ 1, k ~ 0; r, t~, s i ~ Txu~(X),  a E Z n and 
F ~ ~.  Then Hi(r) and H0(r ) are defined as follows. 
l l j ( r )  = i f  r = xj then 
else i f  r = a(t 1 ,..., t ,)  then ~) ai " Hj(t i)  
/=1 
L' 
else if r = V(sl , . . . ,  s~) then U Fi " rL(s,) 
i=1 
else ;~. 
Ho('r ) = i f  r ~ Z o then (if  r = e then )t else r) 
else i f  r = a(t 1 ,..., tn) then 0 ai • llo(ti) 
i=1 
else i f  r = F(sl ,... , sk) then f o w F~ • Ho(si) 
else ~.  
//~ is extended to subsets of Txwo~(X) as usual by H~(L) = (J {//~(t) ] t ~ L}. 
For L C_ Ts ,  Ho(L) is the language of all (coded) paths through trees of L: the 
path-language of L. | 
Note that, for F ~ ~0,  Hi(F)  = ;~ and [Io(F ) = F o . Note also that, as in the 
case of yield, e is the empty word when taking paths. For example if 
"r = g(A(x l  , b(e, xl), x~), c(x2 , a)) then Ho(-r ) = {glAo , glA2b~ , g2c2a}, H~(r) = 
{gtA~ , glA2be} and H~(r) = {glAa , g2c~}. 
The following lemma directly follows from the definitions. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let t ~ Tzus~(X~) for some n >/O, and let 






r 1 , . . . , z~ be in 
By a straightforward induction on the structure of t. 
t = a e X o . Then Hi(t)  = ~ for all i, and t[r 1 ..... ~'~] = t. 
t = x~. Then Ho(x~) U (U in l  Hi(x j ) "  Ho(Ti) ) = ~ U H j (x j ) "  Ho(rj) : 
t = F (h  ,..., s~). Then t[ ' " ]  = F(s l [ ' "  ]..... sk['"]) and so 
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no( t [~ , . . . ,  ~,] )  = Fo u 
(induction) 
=FoW 
The case t = a(t 1 ,..., tk) is similar to case (3). 
C ,0 F~ • 17o(si[~l .... , ~ 
(o C F~ . (Uo(s~) u n~(si)  • ~o('~J ~ 1 
C ) (oo ) -~ Fo U f l " Ho(si) u F, • Hi(s;) • IIo(rj) 4=1 i=1 
C ) = rZ0(F(s~ . . . .  , s~)) u r i~(F ( ,~  , . . . ,  s~)) • 170( - ; ) .  
! 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let G ~ (~,  Z, P, S}  ~ CFTG. The path grammar asso- 
ciated with G is the CFG G~ = (N  u A, A, p~ , So), where N and A are defined 
as in Definition 4.1 and P~ is defined as follows. For every F ~ J~ ,  n >~ 0, if 
F(x 1 .... , xn) -+ "r ~ P thenF ,  -+ ~ ~ P~ for every ~ ~ {0, 1,..., n} and ~ ~ H~(~-). I 
We shall now discuss some relationships between derivations in CFTGs and 
the associated path grammars. Let G = (o ~,  Z', P, S} be in CFTG and let 
G~ = ( N k) A, A, P~ , So) c CFG be the associated path grammar. In particular 
we want to show that G~ generates the path language of L(G), thus implying 
that this set is context-free (cf. Downey, 1974; Fischer, 1968). To make the 
statement more precise denote by m any of the three derivation modes U, OI  
or I0 .  By m' denote the "corresponding" string derivation mode, that is: 
m' = i f  m = U then U else i f  m = OI  then L else R. (4.1) 
LEMMA 4.2. Let t ~ Tzvas. I f  S ~,  t in G then So *~,~' Ho(t) in G~ (i.e., 
every ee ~ Ho(t ) can be derived in G~ according to m'). 
Proof. The claim is proved by induction on the length of the derivation 
S *=>,~ t. For one-step derivations the claim follows from the definition of G~. 
The induction step is argued as follows. Let 
S *~ r = u "F(r~ ..... r~) 'v  ~ r '  (4.2) 
m /n 
be a derivation in G (with r, r '  ~ Tzw j and u, v are strings over the alphabet 
consisting of 27 w .5~- together with the parentheses and the comma symbol). 
r is shown schematically in Fig. 4, where Y denotes the path leading from the 
root of r to the node labeled by the nonterminal F (excluding this node itself; 
Y is empty in case F labels the root of r; in this case u and v are also empty). 
We assume that F is rewritten according to m in the last step of the derivation 
(4.2). 
643[42[2-4 
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FIGURE 4 
The set of paths out of Ho(r) which cross the node labeled by F in Fig. 4 is, 
by the definition of Ho,  
y .  (F0 u G"/ /0 ( -3  u ... u G"/ /o ( , , ) ) .  
By the induction hypothesis all these paths can be derived from So in G~ 
according to m', a fact which we denote by So *~,  Y " (Fo u F 1 • Ho(rl) u "" u 
F~ • 1-1o(%) ) in G~. Also note that paths of Ho(*) which do not cross the node 
labeled by F are not affected by the rewriting o fF  and so may be excluded from 
further consideration. Let F(x  I ,..., xn) ~ t ~ P be the rule applied to F. It 
should be obvious that the applicability of this rule according to m implies the 
applicability of all rules for Fo,  F1 .... , F~ in G~ according to m' (in those strings 
in which these nonterminals occur). Applying the rule to r yields r' (cf. (4.2)) 
shown in Fig. 5, where t' = t[~- 1,..., r,]. 
By the definition of P. and by the observation concerning applicability of 
rules we obtain: 
7 " (G  u G "/70(-1) u ... u G " r~0(,,)) 
r "  ( / /o(t )  u n~( t )  •/ /o(~-3 u ... u n . ( t )  • no(..)) 
m" 
meaning that each string in the right-hand side can be derived from some 
string in the left-hand side by applying exactly one rule of G~ according to m'. 
By Lemma 4.1 the right-hand side is exactly 7"/ /o( t ' ) ,  which is the set of 
paths of//o(7') that cross the root of t'. Hence the inductive step has been 
demonstrated. |
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FIGURE 5 
In order to prove the converse of Lemma 4.2 and several further results we 
need more terminology. Let G = ~- ,  Z, P, S} be CFTG, let F ~ Y~ and let 
m ~ { U, OI, IO}. F is said to be m-proper if there exists t ~ Tz(Xn) such that 
F(x 1 ,..., x~) ~ t. It is clear that F is U-proper iff F is OI-proper. It is als0 
easily seen that i f F  is/O-proper then F is OI-proper. 
However, in the grammar S ---~F(D), F(x) --~ a (see Fischer, 1968) S is 01- 
proper but not/O-proper.  G is m-proper if all its nonterminals are m-proper. 
Again G is U-proper iff it is OI-proper, and if G is /O-proper then it is OI- 
proper. The grammar 
ao: S -+ F(a) 
V(~) ~ E(F(~)) 
E(x) --+ a 
(4.3) 
is O/-proper but not IO-proper: E(F(X))  ~oJ  a implies that all nonterminals 
are OI-proper; however there are no other I0  derivations than S *~1o 
E(E( '"  E(F(a)) "")). 
The constructions to make a given G ~ CFTG m-proper are given in Fischer 
(1968). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let c~ ~ (N U A)* and assume that G is m-proper. I f  S o *~,,,, c~ 
in G~ then there exists "r ~ Tzv~ such that S ~,,~ -c in G and ~ ~ Ho(~- ). 
Pro@ Using an induction argument similar to the one used in the proof 
of Lemma 4.2. The m-properness assumption is needed only in the m - - IO  
case (see the grammar G O of (4.3)). | 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let G ~ CFTG be m-proper. Then Ho(L,,(G)) = Lm,(G,). 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and m-properness. |
COROLLARY 4.1. Let G ~ CFTG be IO-proper. Then Ho(Lol( G) ) = Ho(LIo( G) ). 
Proof. LL(a~)=LR(a~). | 
Thus the languages 0I- and IO-generated by an/O-proper CFTG have the 
same (context-free) path language. The condition that the grammar should be 
_/O-proper is necessary since for the grammar Go of (4.3) we have: Loi(Go) = {a}, 
LIo(G ) = ~ and thus the path languages are different. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Ho(IOT) = IIo(OIT ) = CF. 
Proof. We take up the I0  case (the OI case being argued in exactly the 
same way). The inclusion IIo(IOT ) C_ CF follows from Theorem 4.1 and the 
fact that for each 10T language given by G ~ CFTG we can construct an IO- 
proper G'E CFTG/O-generating the same language. That CFC_ Ho(IOT) is 
argued as follows. Let G ~ CFG and let G ~ be the corresponding monadic 
grammar (see the end of the previous section). Then v(L(G))=LIo(G~), 
which implies v(L(G))cIOT. Since Ho(v(L(G)))=L(G) it follows that 
L(G) ~ no(lOT). | 
Before starting a new section in which the relevance of the results reviewed 
in Section 2 will become apparent, let us briefly discuss the (linear) basic tree 
languages. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Downey, !974). I f  K ~LBT then Ho(K) ~LIN. 
Proof. It is easily seen that if K =L(G)  where GELBTG, then G~ is a 
linear CFG. ! 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  K ~ BT then Ho(K) ~LIN. 
Proof. As in the previous theorem. | 
COROLLARY 4.4. BT C_ CFT, 
Proof. Consider the grammar G 4 in Example 3.1. Its path-language is the 
Dyck set which is not linear. Hence BT C CFT by Corollary 4.3. | 
Unfortunately, path considerations are not omnipotent and it is sometimes 
necessary to apply the yield operation in order to establish some property. 
Thus, for example, LBT C BT does not follow from path considerations, but 
in Engelfriet, Schmidt and van Leeuwen (1977) it was shown that LB C B. 
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5. DEPTH-OF-NESTING BOUNDED TREE LANGUAGES 
We have defined derivation relations Nu,  ~01 and *~lo for CFTG and in 
this section we refine these relations by bounding the depth of nesting of non- 
terminals in the sententiat forms. It is worthwhile to note the (intended) paral- 
lelism between the present discussion and that of Section 2. 
Let t • Tzu~(X ) (where as usual, Z', Y and X are alphabets of terminals, 
nonterminals and variables respectively). The depth of nesting of t, denoted by 
nest(t), is the maximal number of occurrences of nonterminals on any root-to- 
leaf path through t. We now define the bounded derivation relations. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let G = <~', 27, P, S> ~ CFTG; t, s ~ Tzw.f(X)and k ~> 1. 
(i) t ~u(k) s {t ~o/(e) s, t ~1o(~) s} in G if t ~us  {t ~o~s, t ~o  s} and 
nest(t), nest(s) ~< k. 
(ii) For m ~{U(k), OI(k), IO(k)}, N.~ denotes the reflexive-transitive 
closure of ~ .  
(iii) For each k >/ 1 three tree languages are defined: 
Lv(~)(G) : {t E T~ ] S ~ t} u(k) 
Loi(k)(G) = {t e T~ ] S *~ t~ 
OI(k) ~ 
L1o(k)(G) = {t • Tx l S ~ t}. 
IO(k)  
Obviously, Lomd(G) w L~o(~)(G ) C_ Lv(~)(G), however in general the inclusion 
may be proper, Also LIo(G ) = Uk>~xLzo(k)(G  CLot(G ) = U~>ILo~(~)(G) = 
Lu(G) = ~)7~>~1 Lu(k)(G). Classes of tree languages are defined next. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let K_C Tz and k >~ 1. 
(i) K is k-nesting bounded {OI k-nesting bounded, I0  k-nesting bounded} 
(notation: NT(k) {OIT(k), IOT(k)}) if there exists G • CFTG such that 
K : Lu(k)(G ) {K  = Lo~(k)(G), K = Lzo(~)(G)} (5.1) 
(ii) K is nesting bounded (NBT) {0I nesting bounded (OIBT), 10 nesting 
bounded (IOBT)}, if there exists G ~ CFTG and k >~ 1 such that (5.I) holds. 
The corresponding families of tree languages are denoted by NT(k), NBT, 
OIT(k), OIBT, IOT(k), IOBT. Clearly, ;VBT= U~>~I NT(k), 0 IBT= 
0~>~1 0IT(k), and IOBT--07~>~llOT(k). Now we define special classes of 
CFTGs. 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let G ~ (g ,  27, P, S)  ~ CFTG. 
(i) G is U h-nesting bounded, denoted by G e UT(k)G, if Lu(G)= 
Lu(k)(G), i.e., for every tree which can be generated there exists a U(k) derivation 
of that tree. The language Lu(G ) is also said to be U k-nesting bounded and the 
class of all such languages is denoted by UT(k). Also UBT = U~>~I UT(k). 
(ii) G is 0 I  {I0} k-nesting bounded, denoted by G~OIT(k )G 
{G ~ IOT(k)G}, if nest(r) <~ k for every derivation 
S ~ -r *~ te  T~{S ~ r *~ t~ Tz}. 
OI OI I0  I0  
(iii) G is U{0I, 10} nesting bounded, denoted by G ~ UBTG {G ~ 01BTG, 
Gs IOBTG},  if there exists k >~ 1 such that G~ UT(k)G {G~OIT(k)G, 
G ~ IOT(k)G}. | 
Thus if G~OIT(k)G then Lo~(G)=LoI(~)(G), whereas G~IOT(k)G 
implies Lm(G ) =L1o(k)(G ) (it will follow from Theorem 5.1 that the reverse 
implications also hold). Note that for U(k) derivations we have defined two 
families of languages, namely NT(k) and UT(k), and one class of grammars, 
UT(k)G. On the other hand, for OI(k) (and IO(k)) derivations we have defined 
only one family of languages and one class of grammars. This situation is not 
accidental since, as we shall see, OIT(k)G and IOT(k)G characterize respec- 
tively 0IT(k) and IOT(k), whereas UT(k)G does not characterize NT(k) and 
that is why we have given it a different name. Thus we have the following 
partial tree analogue of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let FN be a name of a family of tree languages, FN  ~ (01T(k), 
01BT, lOT(k), IOBT}. Denote by FNG the corresponding class of grammars. 
Then for every tree language L, L~FN iff there exists G~FNG such that 
L :LDF~(G), where DFN is the corresponding, non-bounded, derivation mode 
(e.g., if FN ~- OIT(k) then FNG = OI(k)G and DFN : 01). 
Proof. It  is sufficient to prove the equivalence for the k-bounded cases. 
The " i f"  direction for OIT(k) and IOT(k) follows from the definitions. The 
"only if" part is shown first for lOT(k). Let L~IOT(k)  and let G = 
(~ ,2 ,  P, S )  ECFTG such that L =LIo(~)(G ). We have to construct 
~eIOT(k)G such that every IO derivation of G is nesting bounded. Let 
= (~-, 27,/5, Sk:) where o~ =-  {F i I 1 ~< i ~< k, F ~ ~} and t5 is defined as 
follows. Let F(x 1 ..... x~) -+ r be a production in P. Then for every i, nest(r) ~< 
i < k, we have a corresponding rule in t5: 
Fi(xl .... , xn) --~ 7(i, -c) 
where ),(i, r) is obtained from ~ by putting superscripts to nonterminals of 7. 
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The role of the superscriptj in d J is to take care that the depth of nesting of all 
sentential forms in IO derivations tarting with AJ(x  1 .... , Xn) is bounded by j. 
7(i, 7) is easily defined by induction on the structure of trees: 
y(i, 7) = i f  r ~ 2l o W X then r 
else i f  r = a(t 1 .... , t,~) then a(y(i, tl),... , y(i, t,,)) 
else i f  r = H(q  .... , t~) then H~(~,(i - -  1, t~),..., y(i --  1, t~)). 
It is easy to see that if S I~ *~o r = uF i ( ' " )v  then there are exactly k --  i non- 
terminals in whichFi( ' ' ' )  occurs nested (i.e., there are exactly k -- i nonterminals 
"above" F i in the tree r). Thus ~ operates exactly as G for all IO(k )  derivations 
(of G) and moreover all IO  derivations of G are of k-bounded nesting. Therefore 
L ,o (O)  = L,o(~)(O) = L,o(~)(C). 
We now show the "only if" direction for the OI(k)  case. Let L ~ O IT (k )  
and assume G = (~ ' ,  Z,  P,  S )  ~ CFTG such that L = LoI(~)(G ). We shall 
construct G ~ OIT(k )G  such that every OI  derivation of ~ is nesting bounded. 
The idea of the construction is that the nonterminals should keep track of the 
depth of nesting in OI  derivations of G. Thus if S *~ol r = uF( t  1 ,..., t~)v in G, 
we would like to attach toF  E ~-~(n >~ 1) an n-vector of integers ~ = (m 1 ,..., m~) 
such that m e is the maximal number of nonterminals on any path starting at 
the node labeled by F and ending at some leaf of t i . Although we are interested 
only in the value of max{m/i 1 ~ i ~< n}, the extra information is needed to 
keep track of this maximum. An integer vector N = (rn 1 ,..., m~) such that if 
n /> 1, then 1 ~< m i <~ k, will be called k-bounded. For n ) 1 and FeoW let 
Fm e ~ for every k-bounded vector N of length n. For F ~ Y0 let Fm a ~00, 
where ~/= (1). ~ in Fm is called a subscript. Denote by .~ the resulting ranked 
alphabet, and let G = <S', X, P,  S(1)) , where/3 is defined as follows. Consider 
a production F(x~ .... , x,~)--+ r in the original G e CFTG.  Let Fm ~ ~ for 
some k-bounded N. The above rule gives at most one rule for Fm, namely 
F~(** .... , x . ) -+r~(< 7) (5.2) 
where yk(r~, r) e Tzva~.(X~) is going to be defined below. Roughly, y~(N, r) is 
obtained from r by attaching subscripts to the nonterminals of r. Should any 
of the nonterminals of r get a subscript which is not k-bounded, then the rule 
(5.2) will not be included in P. Although only nonterminals should get subscripts, 
it is easier to describe a "subscripting" procedure Ck(~, r) which marks all 
symbols of r. This completed (successfully), 7e(N, r) is recovered by erasing 
from Ck(N, r) the subscripts of terminals and variables. ~bk(~ , r) is defined in 
a bottom-up fashion, leaves getting their subscripts first. Let 1 be a (label of a) 
leaf of r. Then l gets the subscript: 
i f  l ~ Z o then (0) else i f  1 ~ ~o then (1) else i f  I = x~ then (ms - -  1) 
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where ~ = (m 1 ,..., m~). Now assume that during the subscripting process the 
root of t i was subscripted by ffi, 1 ~ i ~ q. Let f i  be the maximum of the 
components of gi ,  1 ~ i ~ q. I f  a(t 1 ,..., tq) is a subtree of ~ then a gets the 
subscript ~ = (v I .... , vq), where 
~fi if a e Zq 
Vi 
f i - t -  1 if ae~.  
This marking procedure should continue as long as all subscripts are k-bounded 
and the root of ~ is not subscripted. The resulting grammar is easily seen to 
be OIT(k)G and to satisfy Lo1(k)(G ) -= Lol(~ ) = Loi(~)(~). Hence the theorem 
is proved. | 
COROLLARY 5.1. For every k ~ 1 and every G ~ CFTG, LoI(~)(G ) e CFTI 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.1. | 
A similar corollary for I0  does not hold. In fact, in the next theorem we show 
that neither Ljo(k)(G) nor  Lv(~)(G) (element of NT(k)) need be in CFT. This 
result contrasts the analogous tring case where the corresponding restrictions 
on the derivation do not lead out of CF. 
THEOREM 5.2. 
(i) For k >~ 2, UT(k) C NT(k).  
(ii) Fork )2 ,  NT(k ) - -CFT@ Vg. 
(iii) For k /> 2, lOT(k)  -- CFT ~ ~. 
Proof. The inclusion in (i) is trivial, and the inequality means that UT(k)G 
does not characterize NT(k).  Since UT(k)C_ CFT, (i) will follow from (ii). 
Both (ii) and (iii) will follow from the same counter example. Let G = 
<~,  Z', P, S} be the BTG (see Definition 3.7) with productions: 
S -+ A(e) 
A(~) --. c(A(4x, o)), A(4x, 1))) I d(a, x, O, b, x, l). 
L 0 = yield(L(G)) is the language of "cuts" through the infinite binary tree 
(each node in the "cut" being copied twice), see Engelfriet, Schmidt and van 
Leeuwen (1977). It was shown in Engelfriet, Schmidt and van Leeuwen 
that L o ~LB (where LB ~ yield(LBT) is the family of linear basic macro 
languages). We now construct G'~ CFTG such that Lu(e) (G ' )~CFT.  
Since in this case Lu(2)(G')=LIo(~)(G' ) will hold, (iii) will follow. G '= 
<~', z', P', s'> where ~o = ~o u {S~}, ~ = ~u {H, K}, Z' = Z u {#, f}. 
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The new terminals # and f are of ranks 0 and 5 respectively. P '  includes the 
rules of P and also: 
s' -~F(S) 
U(.) ~ H(K(x)) 
H(.) ~ 
K(x)--+ f(x, #, x, #, x). 
It is easily seen that Lv(2)(G') = {f(t, #,  t, #,  t) l t  ~L(G)} -~Ljo(2)(G') and 
therefore by taking yields we obtainL 1= yield(L~(2)(G')) = {w # w # w t w ~L0}. 
By a theorem in Engelfriet and Skyum (1976), cf. Fischer (1968), L 1 ~ OI  
implies Lo~LB which is false (recall that OI-~yield(OIT)). Therefore 
yield(Lu(ei(G')) (~ OI which implies Lu(e)(G' ) (~ OIT = CFT. | 
Observe (from the proof) that this theorem also holds for macro languages. 
As we do not know of any reasonable class of grammars which could be said 
to characterize NT(k) in any proper sense, we shall not discuss these classes 
any further. Instead, we shall try to put some order into the remaining classes 
of languages. Let rn ~ {U, OI, I0}; for h >/1 let re(k) denote the corresponding 
k-bounded erivation relation. Analogously to (4.1) we define 
m'(h) = if m = U then U(k) else if m = OI then L(k) else R(k) (5.3) 
We need the following variant of Lemma 4.2 concerning path grammars. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let t ~ Tzu~ . I f  S *=>~,,(~) t in G then S o *~ ,v(k) Ho(t) in G~ . 
Proof. Exactly as the proof of Lemma 4.2 with k mentioned in the right 
places. | 
The more subtle connection between the derivation bounded string languages 
(see Section 2) and the nesting bounded tree languages reveals itself in the next 
lemma and the subsequent theorem and corollaries. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G = (Y ,  Z, P, S )  E CFTG. 
(i) I f  G ~ UT(k)G and G is U-proper then G~ ~ DB(k)G. 
(ii) I f  G ~ OIT(k)G and G is OI-proper then G~ ~LDB(k)G. 
(iii) I f  G ~IOT(k)G and G is IO-proper then G~ e RDB(k)G. 
Proof. (i) Assume G E UT(k)G. Let So ~v w be a derivation of a terminal 
word in G~. By Lemma 4.3 (and the properness of G) there exists t ~ Tz such 
that S ~v  t in G and w ~Ho(t ). Since G~ UT(k)G, S *~v(~) t. By Lemma 5.1 
So ~ tr(k) w in G~,. Tiffs shows that G~ is DB(h)G. 
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The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are symmetric. We will prove (iii)for a change. 
(iii) Let G~IOT(k)G and let So *~R~ be any right derivation in G~. 
By Lemma 4.3 (and the properness of G) there exists ~ ~ Tru ~ such that 
S *~o • and ~ e Ho(~). Nest(~) <~ k by assumption on G, which implies that 
the number of nonterminals in ~ is less than or equal to k. Hence all right 
derivations in G~ are k-bounded. | 
It is now important to realize that the procedure to transform a given grammar 
into its "m-proper form" (see Lemma 4.3.3 and Theorem 3.1.5 of Fischer (1968) 
for OI and IO, respectively), do not increase the depth-of-nesting, so that the 
resulting m-proper grammar belongs to the same class of grammars to which 
the original grammar belonged. In fact, in the/O-case an/O-proper subgrammar 
can be constructed which is "IO-equivalent" to the original grammar; in the 
OI-case the construction is more elaborate but involves only "cutting off" 
subtrees of the right-hand sides of the original productions which are "OI- 
unproductive". This observation makes the next theorem an easy corollary 
of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. For k >~ 1, 
(i) I l L  ~ UT(k) then Ho(L ) ~ DB(k). 
(ii) I l L  ~ OIT(k) then Ho(L) eLDB(k), 
(iii) I f  L ~ IOT(k) then Ho(L ) E ROB(k). ! 
COROLLARY 5.2. 
(i) Ho(UT(k))~- DB(k ). 
(ii) Ho(OIT(k)) = LOB(k). 
(iii) Ho(IOT(k)) = ROB(k). 
Proof. The inclusions "C" follow from Theorem 5.3. The inverse inclusion 
is argued as in the proof of Corollary 4.2. It should be observed that G ~ DB(k)G 






Ho(UBT) = DB. 
Ho(OIB T) = LOB. 
Ho(IOBT ) = ROB. 
Follows from Corollary 5.2. 
In Fig. 6 we have an inclusion diagram whose correctness we are now going 







OIBT / . I  UBTt 
I 
I 
I I ._....~ UT(k) 
lOT(k)  O IT (k )~ l 
I I : 
, I 
i : UT(2) 
lOT(2)  01+(2)  ~ "  
BT=OIT(1)=IOT(1)=OT(1)  
FIGURE 6 
to show. The correctness of the left and right branches of the diagram follows 
directly from Corollaries 4.2, 5.2 and 5.3 together with the correctness of the 
diagram of Fig. 2 in Section 2. The incomparability of the two branches follows 
from Theorem 5.2 and from the following argument which shows that Loz(Gs) , 
G 5 being defined in Example 3.1, is in OIT(2) but not in lOT. It was shown 
in Fischer (1968) that yield(Loz(Gs) ) 410 (recall that IO = yield(lOT)) and 
therefore there exists no G c CFTG such that yield(Lzo(G))~ yield(Lot(Gs) ) 
which implies that Loz(Gs) 6 IOT. On the other hand G 5 e OIT(2)G is easily 
seen. 
6. ULTRA-BASIC GRAMMARS 
In the previous ection we have bounded the amount of nesting of a context- 
free tree (or macro) grammar by restricting the depth of nesting in the sentential 
forms of its derivations. In this section we take the alternative approach of 
restricting the nesting structure of the rules of the grammar. We define "ultra- 
basic" macro grammars by dividing the set of nonterminals into levels and 
requiring that the level drops whenever nesting occurs. We show that a macro 
grammar (or context-free tree grammar) is ultra-basic if and only if it is IO 
nesting bounded. Using the fact that path-languages do not depend on the 
mode of derivation (Corollary 4.1) we conclude that the path-languages of
the 01 ultra-basic tree languages are the right derivation bounded context-free 
languages. We note that these relationships actually started our interest in 
nesting bounded languages (our interest in the OI ultra-basic macro languages 
came from the bounded nested stack automaton (Engelfriet and Slutzki, 1979)). 
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We now define the ultra-basic tree grammars, cf. the definition of ultra- 
linear context-free grammar in Ginsburg and Spanier (1966). 
DEFINITION 6.1. An ultra-basic tree grammar (notation UltBTG) is a 
context-free tree grammar G = (~-, Z', P, S)  for which there exists a mapping 
level: ~---~{1, 2,..., k} for some k ~> 1 
such that if F(x 1 .... , xn) --+ -r is a rule in P then 
(i) if a nonterminal H occurs in T, then level(H) ~ level(F), 
(ii) if a nonterminal H occurs nested in a nonterminal in r, then level(H) 
level(F). I 
The class of all languages OI-generated by ultra-basic tree {macro} grammars 
will be denoted by UltBT {UltB}. 
Clearly, in the above definition, if k = 1 then we have the basic tree grammars 
of Definition 3.7. Moreover, for arbitrary k, all rules for nonterminals of one 
level form a basic tree grammar if nonterminals of other levels are viewed as 
terminals of appropriate ranks. 
I f  k ~ 2 and all nonterminals of level 1 have rules with terminal right-hand 
sides only, then we have (in the macro case) the "extended" basic macro gram- 
mars (Downey, 1974; Engelfriet, Schmidt and van Leeuwen, 1977). We note 
that the corresponding class of languages properly contains the ETOL languages 
(Rozenberg, 1973) and the one-way stack languages (Engelfriet, Schmidt and 
van Leeuwen, 1977). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. 
(i) G 1 = <o~, Z, P, St} is defined by ~0 ~- {S~}, ~ = {G, B}, ~ ~- {F}, 
27 o = {e, a, b}, X2 = {g} and Z 3 = {f}. P consists of the following rules. 
S 1 --~ G(e) 
G(x) ---> G(B(x)) IF(a, x) 
F(x, y) ~F(f(x,  y, x), y)I f(Y, x, y) 
B(x) ~ g(b, x) I e. 
We can define the following level function: level(S1) = level(G) = level(F) = 2 
and level(B) = 1. Hence G ~ UItBTG. 
(ii) Consider now G~ = <o~, Z, P, S2) with ~0 ----- {$2}, ~ = {F, B}, 
o~ 2= {G, A, E}, 270 = {a, b}, Z~ = {f, g} and P contains the productions 
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S~--+ f(F(g(A(a, b), a)), G(a, a)) 
F(x) ~+ G(f(B(a), x), A(x, x)) [ A(f(a, b), a) 
G(x, y) --~ B(f(x, y)) [ g(V(y), x) 
A(x, y) -+ A(B(x), y) [ E(f(x, y), y) 
B(x) ---> f(B(E(x, x)), x) ] g(x, b) 
E(x, y) -+ f(x, x) ] g(y, y). 
The nonterminals have the following level numbers: level(E) = 1, level(B) -~ 2, 
level(A) = 3, level(F) = level(G) = level(S2) = 4. Hence G 2 ~ UltBTG. | 
A machine model for the OI macro languages was given in Aho (1969) (see 
Fischer, 1968): the nested stack automaton (nsa). We say that a nested stack 
automaton is bounded if during each of its computations the depth of nesting 
of its stacks is bounded by some constant. The class of languages accepted 
by such automata will be denoted by BNSA. The following proposition is 
shown in Engelfriet and Slutzki (1979). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. UltB = BNSA. | 
The proof of this result in Engelfriet and Slutzki (1979) consists of a rather 
straightforward generalization of the correspondence between extended basic 
macro grammars (special ultra-basic macro grammars with two levels) and 
so-called s-pd automata (special nsa with nesting depth 2) shown in Engelfriet, 
Schmidt and van Leeuwen (1977). 
We now show that ultra-basic grammars coincide with I0  nesting bounded 
grammars. In order to obtain also a correspondence b tween levels and deriva- 
tion bounds we first define the level number of an ultra-basic tree grammar 
(by a modification of Definition 6.1): 
DEFINITION 6.2. A h-level ultra-basic tree grammar (notation UltBT(k)G) 
is a context-free tree grammar G = ( J ,  Z, P, S) for which there exists a 
mapping level: ~- -+{t ,  2,..., k} such that if F(x 1 .... , x~)-->-r is a rule in P 
and a nonterminal H occurs at depth i in ~- (i.e., the number of nonterminals 
on the path from the root of ~- to H is i), then level(H) ~< level(F) --  i + 1. | 
The corresponding class of languages is denoted by UItBT(h) and, in the 
macro case, by UltB(h). 
Since we slightly changed the properties of the level mapping, it is not 
immediately clear that a tree grammar is ultra-basic if and only if it is h-level 
ultra-basic for some k (clearly the if-direction holds), but this will follow from 
the following arguments which link both notions to IOBTG. It is easy to prove 
by induction on the level number that each ultra-basic tree grammar is IO 
nesting bounded and each h-level ultra-basic tree grammar is IO k-nesting 
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bounded (this is a consequence of the condition level(H) ~< level(F) --  i + 1 
in Definition 6.2). Now consider an/O-proper  grammar G= (~-, 27, P, S )  
IOT(k)G and define, for F ~ ~,  level(F) to be the maximal depth of nesting 
of trees derivable from F(x 1 ,..., x~). It is easy to show that with this level func- 
tion G is a k-level ultra-basic tree grammar (if F(x 1 .... , x~)--~ ~- is in P and H 
occurs in ~- with i --  1 nonterminals above it, then/O-properness implies that 
from 7 we can generate a tree in which H has terminal arguments, and conse- 
quently level(F)/> level (H)+ ( i -  1)). We also note that in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 (for the IO case) the superscripts are actually the level numbers. 
These considerations prove the following result (which clearly holds also 
for macro grammars). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be an IO-proper CFTG. Then G is k-level ultra-basic 
iff it is I0  k-nesting bounded, and G is ultra-basic iff it is 1(9 nesting bounded. 
Proof. We will show that every ultra-basic grammar is I 0  nesting bounded. 
The other proofs are left to the reader. 
Let G : (~-, 27, P, S) be an ultra-basic grammar. The proof goes by showing 
by induction on m that 
(*) if level(F) ~< m then all trees z/O-derivable from F(x 1 .... , xn) satisfy 
nest(z) ~< s, for some s (depending on m only). 
For m = 1 this is clear because if level(F) ~ 1 and F(x 1 ,..., x~) -+ "r' is in P, 
then nest(~-') ~< 1 by Definition 6.1. Assume that (*) is true and consider an F 
with level(F)= m + 1. Then all trees /O-derivable from F(x 1 .... , x~) have 
depth of nesting bounded by s + max(nest(,') [F(x I ,..., xn) --, .r' is in P}. In 
fact, consider the first step of a derivation F(x x,..., x~) ~o ~'' *~io ~'; then 
7' *~io ~- can be split into derivations from nonterminals nested inside others 
in T' (and use the induction on m) followed by derivations from nonterminals 
of level m -+- 1 (and use induction on the length of the derivation); see Fischer 
(1968) for a formal statement on such a splitting. It is left to the reader to fill 
in the details. I 
Let ~,ao~(IOBTG) denote the class of languages OI-generated by /O-proper 
I 0  nesting bounded tree grammars, and similarly for ~q~ol(IOT(k)G). We now 
want to show that ~ol( IOBTG)  equals UltBT. To prove this we need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. I f  G is an ultra-basic tree grammar, then G is IO-proper if and 
only if it is OI-proper. 
Proof. /O-properness always implies OI-properness. Assume now that 
G = (~,  27, P, S)  is OI-proper. It can easily be shown that F E f f  is/O-proper 
by induction on level(F). I f  level(F) ----- 1 then there is no nesting. If level(F) = 
n + 1 then an 0 I  derivation can easily be turned into an I 0  derivation by 
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"substitution" of I 0  derivations for lower level nonterminals (which exist by 
induction). | 
THEOREM 6.2. For k >~ 1, SoI(IOT(k)G) = UItBT(k). 
Proof. The inclusion ~ot(IOT(k)G)C_ UltBT(k) follows directly from 
Theorem 6.1. The reverse inclusion UltBT(h)C_ ~o1(IOT(k)G) follows from 
Theorem 6.1, Lemma 6.1 and the fact that the algorithm to obtain OI-properness 
preserves k-level ultra-basicness (cf. the discussion preceding Lemma 4.3). | 
COROLLARY 6.1. 
(i) 5tgox(IOBTG) = UltBT, and 
(ii) ~oi ( . lOBG)  ~ U l tB  = BNSA.  
Pro@ Direct from Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.1. | 
Corollary 6.1 (ii) expresses the generalization f the results concerning context- 
free grammars in Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) to macro grammars. 
Due to the insensitivity of path-languages to the mode of derivation (Corol- 




For every k >/ l Ho(UltBT(k)) = RDB(k), and Ho(UltBT) = 
1-10(UltBT(k)) = Ho(~q~o,(IOT(k)G)) 
= Ho(IOT(k)) 
= RDB(k) 
by Theorem 6.2 
by Corollary 4.7 
by Corollary 5.2. 
COROLLARY 6.2. UltB T C OIT = CFT and { UltB T(k)} is a proper hierarchy. 
Pro@ Direct from Theorem 6.3 and the fact that {RDB(k)} is a proper 
hierarchy properly contained in CF, see Section 2. | 
We note here that properness of the macro hierarchy {UltB(k)} would imply 
that bounded nsa form a hierarchy with respect o depth of nesting. 
Adding the ultra-basic hierarchy to Fig. 6 we obtain the diagram of Fig. 7. 
Part of the correctness of this diagram is implied by the following remarks. 
There is a tree language in UltBT(2) not in IOT. In fact, consider the gram- 
mar G 1 of Example 6.1(i). Clearly G 1 ~ UltBT(2)G. It is easy to see that 
yield(Lot(G)) = {w ~{a, b}* [ #~(w)= 2~ for some n >/0}. As mentioned at 
the end of Section 5, this is a well-known example of a language not in yield 
(IO T) = IO. 
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Since Ho(OIT(2)) = LDB(2), 17o(UltBT) = RDB,  17o(UltBT(2)) = RDB(2) 
and Ho(OIBT ) =LDB (see Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3, and Theorem 6.3), it 
follows from the results of Walljasper (1974) that there are (monadic) tree 
languages in OIT(2) --  UltBT and in UltBT(2) -- OIBT.  
J:<2 
IO~BT OIBT ---~-'---~U BTI UltBTI 
S i : 
: l i 
l l l lOT(k) 01T(k )  / . U T  (k )  U l tBT(k )  
I i : 
:. I I 
I l ~UT(2) UItBT(2) 
IOT(2)~ OIT(2) ~ ~  ] 
lOT(1) = OIT(1) = BT = UItBT(1) 
,FIGURE 7 
It is open whether there exists a tree language in UltBT(2) -- UBT, but we 
conjecture that the tree version of the "retrieval anguage" of Fischer (1968) 
is such a language. 
7. BOUNDED NESTING IN MACRO GRAMMARS 
We do not know very much about the correctness of the diagram of Fig. 7 
for the case of macro languages. This was in fact our reason to switch from 
macro grammars to context-free tree grammars which are easier to handle 
(via path-analysis, as shown in the previous sections). In this section we want 
to prove the existence of an OI  macro language which is neither in UB nor in 
UltB. This shows that restricting the nesting of macro grammars (either in the 
nesting bounded way or in the ultra-basic way) restricts their generating power. 
Moreover, we will even show the existence of a macro language which is in 
both IO and OI but not in UB, UltB or IOB  (recall that UB =- yield(UBT) 
and IOB  = yield(IOBT)). 
In particular, any language L 1 of the form L 1 = {w ~ w R ] w EL}, with 
L c B -- LB,  is in OI but not in UB k9 UltB (where w R denotes the reversal 
of w and # does not occur in L). We first show that L 1 is in OI by providing 
a macro grammar for L 1 which makes an essential use of nested nonterminals. 
We then show that if L 1 ~ UIIB, then its special form forces it to be in LB, 
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implying that L 1 ~ UltB. Next we show that L 1 ~ UB. To prove this result it 
is useful, and interesting on its own, to consider the class of derivation bounded 
macro grammars, i.e., those macro grammars whose sentential forms need to 
contain only a bounded number of nonterminals (as in the case of context-free 
grammars, see Definition 2.3). I t  turns out that these grammars can generate 
onlyLB languages. SinceL 1 e UB implies that L~ can be generated by a derivation 
bounded grammar, this shows that L 1 ~ UB. By analogous methods it will be 
shown that {~# w R ] w ~L1} w i thL  1 e B --  LB  (where ~ denotes w with a bar 
on each symbol) is in 0 I  c~ I0 ,  but not in UB kA UltB t j  IOB.  
The first lemma shows that basic languages can be "copied" inside 0I .  
LEMMA 7.1. I f  L e B then {w # w R :~ w eL)  c OI  c3 10.  
Proof. Let G ~-- (~ ,  X, P, S )  ~ BG such that L = L(G). We may assume 
that G has rules of one of the forms F(x 1,..., x~)--+ t or F(x 1,..., xk)-+ 
Gl(s 1 ,..., s,~) G2(t 1 ,..., t,), where t, s 1 .... , s .... t~, t 2 .... , t ,  are in (S  u X)*. We 
shall construct a macro grammar G '= (o~', Z 'u  {#) ,P ' ,  S ' )  such that 
LoI(G' ) = Llo(G' ) = {w # wR l w ~L}. The idea of the construction is to put 
the nonterminals, in the sentential forms of G, "vertically" by nesting them 
inside each other, such that to the right and to the left of this nested sequence 
a word and its reverse can be produced simultaneously. In G' we have also to 
keep track of the reverses of the words stored in the arguments of the non- 
terminals of G. To this purpose we associate a unique (new) variable xi R with 
each (old) variable x i ,  and for each w e (X k9 X)* we define w R to be the usual 
reverse of w except that the superscript R is attached to all variables. For 
example, (ax2xlbx l )R~ xlRbxlRx2Ra. G' has the same nonterminals as G, 
together with a new S'. However, a nonterminalF e o~ is in o~'z~+ 1 in G'. P '  con- 
sists of the following rules. I f  F(x~ ..... x~) --+ Gl(s 1 ,..., s~) G2(t 1 .... , tn) is in P, 
then the ruleF(x 1 .... , xk , x~R,..., xk e, y) --+ Gl(s 1 .... , Sin, slR,..., S,, R, G~(t 1 ,..., t , ,  
ttR,..., t~ R, y)) is in P ' .  I f  F(x I .... , xk)--+ t is in P, then F(x~ .... , x~, xlR,..., 
xe R, y) --~ tyt n is in P ' .  Finally, the rule S'  --~ S(#)  is also in P' .  It is easy to 
see that G' generates the language {w # w e ] w eL(G)} (both IO  and OI). In 
fact, an OI  derivation of G' simulates a leftmost derivation of G, whereas an 
I 0  derivation of G' simulates a rightmost derivation of G. | 
In order to make our results as general as possible we shall consider languages 
not only of the particular form {w # w R [w eL},  but all languages K having 
the following property P2  (cf. Engelfriet and Skyum, 1976): for all strings x, u, 
u', y, v, v', z ~ 27* (where 27 is the alphabet of K), if xuyvz, xu'yvz, xuyv'z and 
xu'yv'z are in K, then u = u' or v = v'. I t  is easy to see that {w # w R [ w E L} 
has property P2. In the next lemma we show that there are no languages between 
LB and BE which have property P2. 
LEMMA 7.2. l f  L has property P2 and L e UltB, then L e LB.  
643/42[2-5 
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Proof. Let G = (~,  X, P ,S )  be any context-free tree grammar such that 
L = yield(Lv(G)). The fact that L has property P2 implies that two nonterminals, 
which are not nested in each other, cannot each derive two subtrees with different 
yields. Thus G can be changed into an equivalent grammar G' with the fol- 
lowing property QL: in each right-hand side of a rule all nonterminals ie on 
one root-to-leaf path. Formally, G' has the same o~, 27 and S; its rules are 
constructed as follows. Let F(x 1 ..... x~)--~ t be in P. Let t 1 and t e be incom- 
parable subtrees of t (i.e., none of them being a subtree of the other) with 
their roots labeled by nonterminals. Replace this rule by the pair of rules 
F(x 1 ,..., x~)---> t[ti/si] , i = 1, 2, where s i is some tree in Tz(X , )  such that 
ti *~u si in G, and t[ti/si] is the result of replacing ti by s i in t. Repeat this 
procedure as long as possible and let G' have the rules obtained in this manner. 
Note that U-properness of G is assumed. It is easy to see that if G is an ultra- 
basic grammar then so is G'. 
We define two special classes of macro languages. Let ELB denote the class 
of all macro languages generated by 2-1evel ultra-basic macro grammars uch 
that (a) each rule for a nonterminal of level 2 contains at most one nonterminal 
of level 2, and (b) nonterminals of level 1 have rules with terminal right-hand 
sides only. ELB is the class of extended linear basic macro languages of Downey 
(1974). Let EeLB denote the class of languages generated by 3-level ultra-basic 
macro grammars uch that (a) and (b) hold, and moreover the analogue of (a) 
for nonterminals of level 3 holds. 
Clearly ultra-basic macro grammars with the property QL, obtained above, 
satisfy the analogue of (a) for all levels. We now want to argue that such gram- 
mars generate ELB languages. Using induction on the level, it clearly suffices 
to show that E~LB C_ ELB.  By the fixed point characterization f macro gram- 
mars with substitution as the basic operation (Downey, 1974; Engelfriet and 
Schmidt, 1977/1978) one can see that this is equivalent to showing that ELB 
is closed under iterated substitution. This closure property of ELB was shown 
in Christensen (1974) and Downey (1974). 
Hence L ~ ELB.  Now property P2 ensures that one can easily obtain from 
an ELB grammar forL an equivalentLB grammar by replacing each nonterminal 
of level 1 by all right-hand sides of its rules (cf. Theorem 1 of Engelfriet and 
Skyum (1976), and Downey (1974)). This shows that L eLB .  | 
COROLLARY 7.1. I l L  e B --  LB,  then {w # w R [ w eL}  e 0 I  - -  UltB. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, and the fact that {w # w g [ w e L} 
LB implies L ELB.  The last implication follows easily from LB being closed 
under deterministic gsm mappings (see for instance Engelfriet (1977)). | 
In the next lemma we consider the influence of property P2 on UB macro 
grammars. We need the following terminology. A derivation in a macro grammar 
is k-bounded if every sentential form in the derivation has at most k occurrences 
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of nonterminals. A macro grammar G is k-derivation bounded if for each word 
in Lu(G ) there exists an unrestricted k-bounded erivation (cf. Definition 2.3). 
Lu(G ) is then called a derivation bounded macro language, and the family of 
these languages will be denoted by DBM.  Obviously, DBM C_ UB. 
LEMMA 7.3. I f  L ~ UB and L has property P2, then L e DBM.  
Proof. Let G = (~,  X, P, S)  be a UB macro grammar with L = Lu(G), 
and let k be the bound of nesting of G. Let G' be the macro grammar obtained 
from G by adding to P all rules F(x 1 .... , xn)--+ tF, where F~-~ and tF is a 
fixed but arbitrary string in (27 w Xn)* such that F(x 1 ,..., x~)~u t~ in G. 
Clearly Lu(G') = Lu(G). In order to prove that G' is derivation bounded, we 
show that each h-nesting bounded derivation in G can be simulated by an 
r-bounded derivation in G', for some r. Whenever in a h-nesting bounded 
derivation of G incomparable nonterminals how up (i.e., nonterminals that 
are not nested in each other), property P2 implies that a shortcut can be taken 
by applying the additional rule for one of these nonterminals. Thus, when 
simulating this derivation, G' can use the additional rules until the sentential 
form contains no incomparable nonterminals (i.e., all nonterminals "lie on 
one root-to-leaf path," in tree terminology). From such a sentential form 
(which contains at most k nonterminals) G' simulates one step of the originaI 
derivation. The resulting sentential form contains at most r = m @ c(k -  I) 
nonterminals, where m is the maximal number of nonterminals in any right- 
hand side of a rule of G, and c is the maximal number of occurrences of a 
single variable in such a right-hand side (except hat c = t in case this number 
equals zero). G' now uses the additional rules again until the nonterminals lie 
"on one path" again. In fact the additional rules are applied from the inside 
out, such that with each application the number of nonterminals of the sentential 
form decreases by one. This shows that the simulating derivation in G' is 
r-bounded. 
Thus G' is derivation bounded and L ~ DBM.  A formal proof is left to the 
reader. II 
In the next lemma we prove that derivation bounded macro grammars generate 
exactly LB. 
LEMMA 7.4. DBM = LB. 
Proof. It is clear that LBCDBM.  To show that DBMCLB,  let G = 
(~' ,  ~', P, S)  be a derivation bounded macro grammar with bound k. We 
construct a linear basic macro grammar G' equivalent to G. The construction is
based on the fact that an arbitrary sentential form t of G can be described by 
the "nesting structure" of the nonterminals in t, together with the terminal 
strings that have to be inserted in this structure to obtain t again. Since each 
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word in Lv(G ) has a k-bounded derivation, the number of nesting structures 
that have to be considered is finite and the length of the sequence of terminal 
strings to be inserted in such a structure is bounded. Thus each nesting structure 
~- with at most k nonterminals can be used as a nonterminal of G', whereas 
the terminal strings to be inserted in T can be stored in its arguments. 
Formally, a nesting structure is defined as a nesting term in which the occur- 
rences of variables (from left to right) are precisely x1 , x2 .... , x n , for some n. 
A nesting term is defined inductively as follows. 
(1) Each element of X is a nesting term. 
(2) I f  F 1 ,...,F~ are nonterminals, s1 ,..., s n are sequences of nesting 
terms such that the length ofs  i is precisely the rank ofF i ,  andy l ,  ye ,..., Yn+l ~ X, 
then ylFl(sl) y2F2(s2) " 'y~F~(s~)  y~+~ is also a nesting term. 
Note that no nesting term contains consecutive occurrences of variables or 
nonterminals. I t should be clear that for each term t there is a unique nesting 
structure t' with variables (say) x~ ,..., x~, and unique strings w 1 .... , w~ (con- 
taining no occurrences of nonterminals), such that t = t ' [w 1 .... , w~]. 
We now define G' ~ (~ ' ,  X, P ' ,  S ' )  as follows. ~- '  consists of (a new) S '  
and all ( t )  where t is a nesting structure with at most k occurrences of non- 
OZ-.t terminals. I f  t contains precisely the variables x1 ,..., x n , then ( t )  ~ 3~ n • The 
set P '  of rules of G' is constructed as follows. Let F(x  1 .... , xn) --~ r be a rule 
of G and t a nesting structure with ( t )~f f ' ,~ ,  such that t has a subterm 
F( t  1 ,..., t~). Let t' be the term obtained from t by replacing F( t  1 ,..., te) by 
T[t 1 ,..., t~]; let s be the unique nesting structure and w 1 ,..., w n the unique 
strings such that t' =s[w l , . . . ,w~] .  I f  ( s}~f ' ,  then ( t} (x  1 .... , x~) - -~ 
(s}(w t .... , w~) is a rule in P' .  Finally, P '  contains also S '  --~ (x lSxe}( ) t  , h) and 
(Xl}(Xl)--+ x 1 . Note that x lSx  2 is the nesting structure of S, while x 1 is the 
nesting structure of all terminal strings. This completes the construction of G'. 
The formal proof of the equivalence of G and G' is left to the reader. 
We give a small example to illustrate the construction of P' .  Let G contain 
the rule: A(x l ,x2) - -~aB(ax lx lb  )x  2 with  A ~  and B~.  Let t be the 
nesting structure t = xlA(x2C(x3)  x4,  xsDx6ExT) xsB(xg)  Xlo, where C~ 
and D, E~o~0.  "Application" of the given rule to  t gives the term t ( = 
xtaB(ax~C(x.a) x4x2C(x~) x4b ) x~Dx6ExTxsB(xg) xt o . This, in turn, yields the rule: 
( t ) (x~ ..... Xao ) --+ (s ) (x ta ,  axe ,  xa , x ,xe , xa , x,b, x~ , x6 , xvxs , x~,  Xlo ) where 
s : x~B(x~C(x~) xtC(x~) x~) x,DxsExgB(x~o ) x n . | 
COROLLARY 7.2. L~B - -LB impl ies{w#wRIw~L}eOI  - UB .  | 
Proof.  Follows from Lemmas 7.1, 7.3, 7.4 and from the fact that 
{w # w R ] w ~ L } ~ LB  implies L ~ LB ,  see the proof of Corollary 7.1, | 
From Corollaries 7.1 and  7,,2 we obtain the first main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 7.1. There is a language in OI -- ( UB w UltB). 
Proof. Let LoeB- -LB  (see the proof of Theorem 5.2). Then 
{w # w R ] w eL0} q~ UB w UltB by Corollaries 7.1 and 7.2. | 
This theorem shows the existence of 0 I  macro languages that can be defined 
neither by 0 I  macro grammars with bounded depth of nesting (UB), nor by 
nested stack automata with bounded epth of nesting (UltB, see Proposition 6.1). 
THEOREM 7.2. There is a language in (0 I  c~ I0 )  -- ( UB u UltB u IOB). 
Proof. Let L be in B- -LB  and consider L t -----(o# wRiw eL}. It should 
be clear that L a e OI n IO by the proof of Lemma 7.1. Moreover, since L 1 
has property P2, Lemmas 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 imply that L 1 is not in UB u UltB. 
It remains to show that L 1 ~ lOB. Let DBIO denote the class of IO macro 
languages generated by macro grammars for which each /O-generated word 
has a k-bounded/O-derivation (for some fixed k). A proof, entirely similar to 
that of Lemma 7.3, can be given that i fL a ~IOB thenL 1 ~ DBIO. The property 
of L~ used in place of P2 in this proof can be formulated as follows: Let 
w ~ (Z • 2(2)* contain x 1 and x 2 ; let u, u', v and v' be in Z'*; if w[u, v], w[u', v], 
w[u, v'] and w[u', v'] are in L 1 , then u = u' or v = v'. Finally it can be shown 
that DBIO = LB  by a proof entirely similar to that of Lemma 7.4 (the only 
difference being that, in the construction of P', the subterm F(tl ,..., t1::) of t 
should be innermost). This shows that L 1 6 IOB. II 
This theorem shows the existence of an IO and OI macro language which 
cannot be defined by a bounded macro grammar (in any of the three meanings 
of bounded). We note that it was an open problem in Fischer (1968) whether 
(OI n lO) -- B ¢- ;g. 
We finally note the following. Let DB T denote the class of derivation bounded 
context-free tree languages (defined analogously to DBM).  Then clearly 
yield(DBT) = DBM-=LB by Lemma 7.4. Moreover it is easy to see that 
I lo(DBT ) = DB. From these two results it can be shown straightforwardly 
that DBT is a proper hierarchy (with respect o the bound on the derivation) 
inside the UBT hierarchy and incomparable to the other hierarchies of the 
diagram of Fig. 7. 
CONCLUSION 
Many interesting classes of languages which can be generated by macro 
grammars, such as the EDTOL or ETOL  languages and the one-way stack 
languages, can be generated without nested macro calls or with a "small amount" 
of nesting only (i.e., by basic macro grammars or extended basic macro gram- 
mars respectively), see e.g. Downey (1974) and Engelfriet, Schmidt and van 
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Leeuwen (1977). The properties of macro grammars with arbitrary nesting 
of macro calls have not been investigated very much. In this paper we have 
started such an investigation using the concept of depth of nesting. We have 
put bounds on the depth of nesting of macro calls, both dynamically (in the 
derivations) and statically (in the set of productions), and we have shown that 
this restricts the generating power of macro grammars (and, in the "bracketed" 
case, gives rise to proper hierarchies). We have also shown that for I 0  macro 
grammars the dynamic and static restrictions are equivalent (in Engelfriet and 
Slutzki (1979) it is proved that in the OI  case the statically restricted macro 
grammars are equivalent to the bounded nested stack automaton). 
Many problems have been left open, in particular those concerning proper 
hierarchies and incomparabilities (see Fig. 7), which were (partially) solved in 
the tree case but not in general. For arbitrary macro grammars these problems 
seem to be much more difficult. However, proof techniques used on trees 
may give some idea about how to obtain corresponding "flattened" techniques 
to be used on the yields of trees. 
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